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FROM time to time there is ani outcry by ophthalmologisLs against
the prescriliing optician, but it must be noted that the opticians
generaliy have raisedi their staindard, and those in the tirst rank
know more about optics than w,ve ophthalmologists as a class do.
It is only when we have shown by otur work that we are better at
prescribing spectacles than the best optician that we can regain
our leading position at refraction work.

It is not the estimation of the refractive error that is so frequently
at fault, but attention to 'ittle details in the prescription that I
wish to speak about now.
A fortnight ago a patient complained of her reading glasses,

she had taken them back to the well-known ophthalmologist who
prescribed them, but a.fter examination hie pronounced them to be
all riglt, and said that she must learn to use them. I fcound thiat
the refractive error and the presbyopia were quite accurately
corrected (R +2D, T +5L)), eachl- glass, moreover, was normally
centred, and these centres wvere opposite her pupils in thie primary
position. But wlven reading she depressed her eyes 140 of 15°,
and consequently her fixation lines traversed her lenses about 7 rmm.
below their centres. (For the centre of rotatien of the eye is
situated about 27 mm. behind the first focal plane of the eye, the
situation of the spectacles, and 27 tan 14-°=7 mm.) Hence the

line of print she was reading was depressed 1 or 2X or 1.47
10 10

for her right eye and 10 ar 3.b 7for her left eye. In other

words when reading s'ne suffered frotm a right hyperphoria of
2.1 V induced by her spectacles. Either the glasses should be
lowered by raising the bridge 7 mm. so t'hat the fixation lines
should pass through the optical centres of each glass, or better
the left glass should be decen-tred down 4 mm. according to the

well-known formula 1=-0-oNr 2

. It would be foolish to order a

decentration of 4.2 mm. as this would entail much needless labour
and -xpense. This alteration in her left glass relieved lher of all
her previous trcuble. But what I want to insist upon is this, that
the ophthalmologist shotuld hiave noted this point about the
decentration on hiis prescription; it is not good for his reputation,
which he has deservedly won as a most accomplished and successftul
operator.
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It will be found that attention must be paid to decentration in
all reading spectacles for anisoinetropes. But do not correct a
heterophoria that does not give rise to anv symptoms; in fact only
order a correction if it is found on trial to give relief. Enough
about decentration; I dealt thoroughly with the subject in 1921
tBrit. Jl. OplLthal. Vol. V., pp. 453-9).
Some thoug,htful attention should be devoted to the subject of

periscopic effect. For instance, should d- 3D sph. - 6D cyl. ax. 180(
or - 3D sph. +6D cvl. ax. 900 be prescribed ? In the first case
when the cylinder is placed next the eye it must be remembered
that the plane axis is horizontal, and as the periscopic effect is
most desired in the horizontal direction, the second form with
the concave spherical next the eye is far the better. Had the axis
of the cylinder been against the rule say +3D sph. -6D cyl.
ax. 900, this form would be the best with the cylindrical surface
facing, the eye; for nowv a concave surface of -- 6D in the horizontal
direction would be next the eye.

Periscopic lenses are fairly easy to order if there is no astig-
matism, but when astigmatism is present toric surfaces must be
ordered, and as toric surfaces are only grround on a 31), 6D or a
9D base (positive or negative) much ingenuity will be required in
getting the best possible result.
For large convex menisci 41 mm. in width and 1.2 mm. thick

at the edge ( -1.523), it is well to remember that very satisfactory
periscopic lenses can be made for close work with the concave
surface of - 5.51) facing the eye between the powers of ,+4D and
+8D. Indeed, within these linits the eye can range throughout
a solid angle of 600, i.e. 300 in any direction from the middle
line and have perfect sight, the radius of the circle of confusion
being less than that of a ruacular cone.
For accurate work one must remember that with a convex

meniscus the second principal point is in front of the lens, so that
the back focal distance (B.F.D.), measured from the axial point
on the concave surface in the anterior focal plane of the eye, is
rather less than the actual focal length of the lens. 'For instance,
a perisc6pic lens of axial thickness 4.5 mm. with anterior surface
+ 12.5D, posterior surface - 5.5D will have the effect of a # 7.5D
lens (not a +7D lens), for its B.F.D. is -133.7 mm. As the
concave surface next the eye and sof2l1 are known, and t the thick-
ness of the meniscus for a given strength is also known, one puts
B3.F.D. equal to the second focal distance of the lens required,
and the value of the convex surface can be found from the formula

B.F.D. = f2Ft(t+fi F)
t +fi" -f2'

These glasses will not -be periscopic for distance, I find that
between the range of 4-+(31) and + 9D the ocular, concavity nmust
be that of a - 7D lens.
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As an example, suppose a periscopic lens of +6D be required for
distance, the power of the ocular curvature will be - 7D if ,= 1.523,
and t=3.8 mm., what will be the power of the anterior surface.?

BFD f2,,(t+fX) I,x
-t+fi"f -f'I +p it

When x=t+fi", and fi" must be found

We have BFD J2 +
or if D represents the power required (±6.5) and if d denote the

power of the ocular curvature (-7) -.001 (D) = -.001 (d) +

or x -
.001 (D - d)

This is the general formula; in this case
- 1.523 _ 1523-01.7) - 13 = -117.154=3.8+fi" * *fi"=

1000/
-120.954 and the power of the anterior surface should be

1523
120.954-+ 12.59D.
From an examination of the much advertised Punctal lenses I

find that the refractive error as well as the astigmatic error is far
greater in the periplheral part of the field than in my pattern.

In conclusion I may briefly give tthe method of converting a
sphero-cylinder into toric form, as it is rarely given in the books.
I shoutld point out that the method mnakes no correction for the
position of the second principal point, so the result is not mathe-
matically accurate.

Prescribing Toric Lenses. Write the sphero-cylinder as two
crossed cylinders. Thus if the sphero-cylinder be +3.5D sph.
+ 3.5D cyl. ax. 900 write it as [ 3.51) cyl. ax. 1800 and + 7D cyl.
ax. 900. Call the lower c)ylinder L, and the higher cylinder H.

(I) Compound Astigmatism
(1) When the base is of the same sign as that of the cylinders
Subtract the value L of the lower cylinder from the base and

denote the result by A, or A=B -- L.
Add A + L and the result is vne cylinder, in fact the base,
Add A to H and the result is the other cylinder for the toric

surface.
The spherical surface is given by - A.
For instan.ce, suppose the given sphero-cylinder for reading be

+3.5 sph. +3.5D cyl. ax. 900 or +3.5D cyl. ax. 1800 and
+ 7D cyl. ax. 900.
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It will then be found th-at the best result will be obtained on a
- 9D base.
Then A=B-L=9-3.5=5.5.
A+ L=5.5 + 3.5-+ 9D cyl. ax. 1800.
A+H=6.5+7= +12.5D cyl. ax. 900.
TIhe prescription is written thus :

- 5.bD1 sph.
-1-OD cyl. ax. 1800 and +12.5D) cyl. ax. 900

As noted above this will give an excellent periscopic result if
the glass is only required for close work.

(2) When the base is of opposite sign to that of the cylinders
let A= B - H, and then proceed as before.
Suppose that we wish to write the same sphero-cylinder in toric

form on a -GD base.
A=B- H= - 6--7= -13.
A-H= -13+7= -6D cyi. ax. 90g.
A*-tL -1±35= - 9.5D) cyl. ax. 1800.

and we obtain ±+13D sph.
- 61) cyl. ax. 900 and -95D cyl. ax. 1800

This would be a better periscopic formn than the first one for
distance.

(II) Mixed Astigmatism
Take the difference be,tween the base and the value of that

cylinder which is of opposite sign and call it A.
Suppose that we write -- ID sph. + 3D cyl. ax. 900, or - 11) cyl.

ax. 1800 and +2D cyl. ax. 90)0, in toric form on a +3D base
Then A=3-(-. 1)=4.
4-1= +3D cyl. ax. 1800, and 4+2= GD cyl. ax. 900 and the

prescription is
-4D sph.

+3D cyl. ax. 180( and 6D cyl. ax. 900
This would be the best periscopic form for this glass with the

present available toric lenses, but there would be a very fair peri-
scopic range even without usinig torics at all, i.e. with the - 1D
curvature facing the eye and the +3D cylinder anterior.

'What I p,rotest ab)out is the nlot uncommon practice of the
ophthalmologist baldly giving the sphero-cylinder which corrects
the error of refraction and then adding "give periscopic form."
It is only comparable to a doctor writing instead of a prescription
to a chemist "give something for rheumatism."

Finally, there is a warning I slhoiild add; some few cases cannot
wear periscopic lenses, they complain of the surface that they look
at appearing curved: I have not yet got to the root of this trouble.
Mlost patients who have once worn periscopic lenses will never be
content with the simple correction again. However, for lenses of
low power thiere is no necessity to order the neriscopic form.
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